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thomas condon - journals.uchicago - thomas condon chester w. washburne chicago the death (february 11,
1907) of professor thomas condon ended a life little known among scientists, yet a life of considerable service
to geology. professor condon was an unusual man in that he seemed to have no desire to publish the results of
his study. there are but few papers, only eight strictly geological, and one book, published over his name ...
resource identification architectural description - condon hall was named for thomas condon, famed
oregon geologist and one of the university's first professors. it originally housed it originally housed the
departments of geology, geography, and psychology. memorial to edwin thomas hodge - three-man
department match such a record? thomas condon, oregon’s pioneer geologist, had been appointed to the chair
of natural science in 1876 and had held it during the following 30 years. bringing natural history to the
people: three pioneers of ... - and thomas condon of eugene, oregon, and james swan of the pacific
northwest coast were only a few of the collector- correspondents who made up a national network providing l
ft rgrner - irbrary.oregonstate - account of oregon, was the late doctor thomas condon, professor of
geology in three uni-versities and at one time state geologist of oregon. the stories he read from its pages
were so interesting and instructive that he published them in a volume en-titled "the two islands," later
republished under the title of "oregon geology." in one of the stories doctor condon describes the first appear
... book reviews by ellen con - university of washington - book reviews thomas condon, pioneer geologist
of oregon.. by ellen con don mccornack. (eugene, oregon: university of oregon press, 1928. pp. 355. $2.50.)
few recent books on any subject have been freighted with such an abundance of tender sentiment and
downright love as has this biography of thomas condon, pioneer geologist of ore gon. thomas condon was
"oregon's grand old man of sci ... the process of selection in oregon pioneer settlement - 60 thomas
condon the process of selection in oregon pioneer settlement. in the days of the early oregon pioneers the
narrative of lewis and clark's explorations to the pacific coast had capitol names : individuals woven into
oregon’s history ... - robert newell, a mountain man and frontier doctor, was also the brother-in-law of the
renowned pioneer : joseph meek. newell and meek helped open an important stretch of the oregon trail in
1840. newell was also a member of the legislative committee of the provisional government (1843-48). after
the whitman massacre in 1847, he urged a peace commission to work with indians. in 1852, newell ...
directory and identification of names which appear in ... - 3 information from “capitol names,
individuals woven into oregon’s history” by philip, jr., oregon historical society, 1977 thomas condon a
congregational minister, condon was recognized as a geologist and geography at the university of oregon
- project muse - price: geography at the university of oregon 141 geology to the newly built condon hall,
named for the professor, and is now the only field to have stayed there through its 65 years. pacific coast
earehquakes - oregon state university - the condon lectureship was established in 1944 by the oregon
state board of higher education upon the recommendation of the late dr. john c. merriam who was, at that
time, a member of the faculty of the university of oregon. john day river paddleboarding - cloudinary man builds a cabin. (also sun 10/09 4am) 8:00 opb secrets of underground london ... 9:00 opb oregon
experience thomas condon: of faith and fossils. oregon’s frontier preacher and pioneer geologist. (also wed
2am) | opb+ bbc world news 9:30 opb oregon experience reub long’s oregon desert. take in scenic wonders of
oregon’s high-desert country. (also wed 2:30am) | opb+ tavis smiley (also ... the oregon state academy of of the new its and its field of much significance is the hearty and public-spirit-of effort that characterize the
newly organized oregon "state acad-emy of sciences.
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